
Order No. 3011/00

Building instructions in English
can be downloaded from our website:
www.aero-naut.com

Vous pouvez télécharger la notice de
construction à parti de notre site web:
www.aero-naut.fr
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Many thanks for placing your faith in us by purchasing this model kit. We hope and trust that you will have many hours of pleasure 
building and sailing the model.

The Hansa-Jolle
Full-size vessel
The Hansa-Jolle was first introduced in 1947 by Henry Rasmussen, the founder of the renowned Abeking & Rasmussen (A&R) boat and 
yacht yard based at Lemwerder, near Bremen. It was based on a design dating from the year 1920. At that time Henry Rasmussen was 
building a small yawl named VISKA for two friends in Copenhagen, and these boats were used for quite extended single-handed voyages 
in the Scandinavian Baltic region. The vessel turned out to be a particularly good performer, and after the war this encouraged the 
dockyard to make a new start in boat-building, since crew regulations prohibited the construction of larger boats. The freeboard and 
draught of the VISKA design were increased, and - most importantly - a permanent, enclosed cabin superstructure was added.

For a period of about twenty years Abeking & Rasmussen built quite large numbers of the boat under the “Hansa-Jolle” name, and the 
type's excellent handling soon found it a home in many sailing regions. In 1960 the vessel was finally recognised as a national class by the 
DSV (German Sailing Association). The A&R dockyard had maintained a monopoly for the construction of the Hansa-Jolle until this time, 
but now made the plans freely available for other boat yards to build the craft.

Actually the term Jolle (yawl) is not correct, as the Hansa-Jolle's integral ballast keel, fixed fin and draught of 50 cm ranks it as a 
centreboard boat. The keel ballast of 150 kg and the beam of 1.65 metres endow the sailing boat with good stability. Although the 
Hansa-Jolle is unsinkable due to its sealed foam-filled buoyancy tanks, it is not proof against capsizing.

Specification:
Overall length: 5.85 m Effective sail area: 14.00 m²
Waterline length: 4.85 m Mainsail: 10.50 m²
Overall beam: 1.65 m Jib: 4.05 m²
Freeboard: 0.68 m
Draught: 0.50 / 1.00 m Rig: Sloop
Weight: 510 kg Class: National standard class
Ballast: 160 kg

Model
The model is based loosely on the full-size Hansa-Jolle, and is intended as a sailing boat for light-wind conditions. It features a high-
quality plastic hull shell, but in every other respect is of traditional all-wood construction. This combination makes it easy for the 
modeller to produce a boat which is by its nature watertight. If you wish to be able to sail the model in stronger winds, you will need to 
fit a removable supplementary ballast weight to the centreboard.

Specification:
Scale: 1 : 6.5 Effective sail area: 32 dm²
Overall length: 900 (with rudder 940 mm) Mainsail: 23 dm²
Waterline length: 750 mm Jib: 9 dm²
Overall beam: 260 mm
Freeboard: 63 mm Rig: Sloop (jib)
Draught: 84 / 38 mm
Weight: 1.40 kg
Ballast: 1.50 kg

The RC equipment and accessories required to control the model are not included in this kit. Please ask your model shop for advice on 
appropriate equipment. Relatively high-power servos are required for this model.

aero-naut Modellbau GmbH & Co. KG
Stuttgarter Strasse 18-22
D-72766 Reutlingen
www.aero-naut.com



Please read right through these instructions before starting construction, so that you always have a clear idea of the next stage.

These instructions assume that you are familiar with the proper use of modelling tools, materials and adhesives. If this is not so, please 
ask an experienced modeller for guidance. This kit is not suitable for young persons under fifteen years of age. In these instructions the 
stages of construction are numbered sequentially, and each step is complemented by a suitable illustration. We recommend that you 
keep to the order of work as described.

The kit contains the following groups of components and items:

- Model stand
- Hull shell
- Hull framework
- Deck planking
- Hull fittings set, cockpit
- Hull fittings set, cabin
- Rudder and linkage
- Mast and mast heel, boom, cords and fittings
- Sail suit with cords and fittings
- Additional parts (optional ballast)

We strongly recommend that you apply a waterproof lacquer to all the wooden parts to seal them before they are permanently glued 
to the model. The basic procedure is to assemble the parts of the sub-assembly, glue the joints, and then seal the surfaces. The treated 
surfaces should then be rubbed down using fine abrasive paper (240-grit). Areas of the sub-assembly which are to be joined to other 
parts must be sanded back to bare wood before glue is applied.
It is best to seal the mahogany components with sanding sealer before they are removed from the sheet, taking care to avoid the sealer 
running onto the other side through the cut lines and openings. The edges and surfaces of all parts must be cleaned up (sanded) before 
fitting. The laser-cut parts in particular feature burned edges, and the blackened surfaces should also be sanded carefully to remove the 
discoloration. Numbers are printed on all the components, reflecting the sequence of their assembly. We recommend that you 
constantly refer to the Parts List, which includes all the kit components.

We recommend the following adhesives for use when building this model:
Wood - wood: white glue, e.g. UHU COLL EXPRESS, Order No. 7634/11 or PONAL EXPRESS, Order No. 7638/09, Beli-Zell, Order No. 
7646/46
Wood - plastic: UHU PLUS ACRYLIT, Order No. 7633/09 
or PATTEX STABILIT, Order No. 7646/02, Beli-Zell, Order 
No. 7646/46.

Before starting construction please check against the 
Parts List that all the kit components are present.

1
We will start by assembling the boatstand.

The stand is built as shown in the drawing, and ensures 
that the model can be supported securely during 
construction, and can subsequently be stored and 
transported safely.

Push the horizontal aluminium tubes (3) through the 
two stand end-plates (1) and (2), allowing them to 
project by 3 mm. Use a centre-punch to splay the ends 
of the aluminium tubes, then push the end-plates 
outwards until they are a tight fit.

Stick the felt strips (4) to the upper aluminium tubes 
using double-sided adhesive tape. Rotate the 
aluminium tubes inwards by a quarter-turn, so that the 
metal does not contact the keel.
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2 
Construction of the model itself starts with the assembly 
of the internal hull framework, which consists of three 
sections:
- the bow section with a central keel extending as far as 
the cabin,

3
- the midship section including the cabin and the cockpit, 
with two keels,

4
- and the stern section with a single keel and a deck 
beam running from the cockpit to the stern. The stern 
section is the last part to be made, and is assembled 
inside the hull itself. The two first sub-assemblies can be 
assembled outside the hull shell, which makes it easy to 
keep them straight and true, and also makes it possible 
to seal the parts thoroughly before they are installed.

5
Caution: many components in this kit have to be 
'doubled', i.e. two identical parts are stuck together 
using white glue before they are lacquered. The glued 
joints must be secured with screw-clamps or spring-clips 
until the glue has set hard (see the processing 
information supplied by the glue manufacturer).
There is a danger that the joined parts will deform due to 
the moisture in the glue: use clamps to prevent this.

The first step is to glue together the components of the 
central bow section plates.
These parts are:
- the keel and stem which form the bow (6)
- the forward deck bearer (10).

6
The first step is to glue the parts together in pairs to form 
4 mm thick plates. Keep all the edges exactly flush, and 
please take care to keep these parts straight while the 
glue is drying. This is best accomplished by clamping or 
weighting them down on a perfectly flat surface while 
the glue sets.

Clamp the parts together for the period recommended 
by the glue manufacturer.



7
Some frames have to be fitted with 4 x 4 mm 
reinforcing rails at specific locations: these parts are cut 
from the 1000 mm long spruce strips in the kit; the 
instructions state the actual length and position of each 
one.
Please take care not to mix up the front and rear (bow / 
stern side) of the frames. All the frames are numbered, 
and the printing is on the bow face. These parts are not 
symmetrical, and are therefore not interchangeable. 
The solid lines represent the reinforcements on the 
bow face, the dotted lines those on the stern face.
The drawing alongside shows where the bow-side 
reinforcement (31) has to be fitted to frame 3, part 
(30). The rail is 150 mm long and - like all the rails - is 
positioned centrally on the frame, in this case 
immediately below the openings.

8
This illustration shows where the stern-side 
reinforcements (32) have to be fitted to the same 
component (30).

The vertical strips are 75 mm long.
Please take care to position these rails accurately: they 
should not be fitted flush with the slots, but spaced 
slightly away from them (~0.5 mm). This allows for minor 
widening of  the slots (by sanding) when the bench-seat 
is installed later.

9
This drawing shows where the bow-side reinforcement 
(22) is to be fitted to frame 4, part (21).

This reinforcing rail (22) is 153 mm long. Fit this rail, and 
the rail on the opposite face, flush with the top edge of 
the frame.

10
This drawing shows the position of the stern-side 
reinforcement (23) on part (21).

The rail (23) is 194 mm long.
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11
The next step is to glue the pairs of parts together to 
form the stern deck bearer (36) and the stern keel (33). 
The parts are as follows:

- the keel plate (33)
- the stern deck bearer plate (36)

Glue these parts together using the procedure outlined 
above.

12
This drawing shows how the parts are clamped together 
while the glue is drying.

The same general procedure should be adopted 
wherever white glue is used to join, or 'double' parts. 
The result is strong, permanent joints and rigid 
components.

If the parts are simply placed together and left to dry - 
without clamping - the joints may fail again later.

13
In this drawing you can see where the 8 x 8 mm spruce 
reinforcing rail (35) has to be glued to frame 1, part 
(34).

The rail (35) is 60 mm long, and is glued to the frame at 
a point 17 mm from its bottom edge.

Drill a central 1.5 mm Ø hole in each end of the rail, at a 
point 6 mm from either end.

14
Glue parts (37) together in pairs to form the 4 mm thick 
frames 2, as described earlier for the keel components. 
Keep the edges flush all round.



15
Attach the bow-side reinforcing rail (19) to frame 5, 
part (18).

This rail (19) is 165 mm long and is fitted flush with the 
top edge, as is the reinforcement on the other side.

16
Now yet the stern-face reinforcement (20) to part (18).

The reinforcing rail (20) is 206 mm long.

17
Here we see the location of the bow-side reinforcement 
(16) on frame 6 (part 15).

The reinforcing rail (16) is 100 mm long, and runs parallel 
to the bottom edge of the opening at a point 13 mm 
below it, as shown in the drawing.

18
This drawing shows where the stern-side reinforcement 
(17) is fitted to part (15).

The reinforcing rail (17) is 210 mm long. This rail should 
also be positioned 13 mm from the bottom of the 
opening.
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19
The illustration alongside shows the position of the 
bow-side reinforcing rails (13) and (14) on frame 7, part 
(12).

Rails are only fitted to one face of this frame.

Note that the upper rail is not fitted until the side 
panels have been fitted.

The upper rail (13) is 204 mm long,
the lower rail (14) is 190 mm long.

Both these reinforcements are attached to the bow face 
only, so that the plate remains flexible, and can be bent 
backwards later!
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20Here you can see where the bow-side 

reinforcements (27) and (28) are glued to frame 8, part 
(26). The upper rail (27) is positioned flush with the top 
of the openings, the rail (28) flush with the bottom of 
the openings.

The upper rail (27) is 214 mm long,
the lower rail (28) is 130 mm long.

21
The vertical reinforcing rails (29) fitted to the stern-side 
of frame 8 are 109 mm long, and are located flush with 
the outside edge of the two keel slots at the bottom of 
the frame.

22
This picture shows the method of clamping the 
reinforcing rails when gluing them to the frame.



23
The next step is to assemble the removable door. The 
parts are all flush on the rear surface. The in-fill panels 
(53 and 55) can be sanded slightly thinner on the back 
surface, so that they are recessed relative to the door 
frame components.

This drawing shows the principle of construction:
The door is fitted by engaging the lugs in the openings 
in frame 6, part (15).

In the interests of clarity the drawing shows the door 
components from both sides.

24
The lugs are attached to the door as shown here.

The finished door is fitted to the front of frame 6, part 
(15), while it is still loose: the lug components should be 
glued to the door in such a way that they rest against 
the bottom edge of the openings.

Ensure that the lugs are glued to the door only - not to 
the frame.

25
This cut-away view shows the position of the retaining 
lugs when the door is in place.

26
Once these parts have all been prepared as described, 
they can be assembled to form the main internal sub-
assemblies.
Glue frame 11, part (7), frame 10 (part (8) and frame 9, 
part (9) in the slots in the prepared stem keel 6.
Ensure that the frames do not project beyond the 
underside of the keel.
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27
Insert the deck bearer (10) in the slots in the frames, 
parts (7), (8) and (9), and glue the parts together.

28
The deck bearer (10) is also glued to the stem (6) at the 
front. Check that all these parts finish flush with each 
other.

This drawing also shows where the sub-assembly is 
joined to the centre section by means of frame 8, part 
(26); do not fit this part yet.

The sub-assemblies are not glued together until all of 
them are completed to the appropriate point.

29
Now we move on to the centre section, where the two 
keel components (11) are glued to the associated 
frames, parts (12), (15), (18) and (21).

When fitting these frames please ensure that they are 
fitted the right way round: all the markings on the 
frames should face the bow.

On the port side (left, as seen from the stern) you will 
find a series of small slots through which the snake for 
the rudder linkage will be deployed later.

30
Once the frames are fitted to the keels, the 
superstructure side panels can be fitted in turn.
Start with the port (left-hand) side panel, part (24).

Don't mix up the side panels, otherwise it will be 
impossible to install the rudder linkage subsequently.

Note that there is a slot in the port side panel through 
which the snake runs to the rudder servo.
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31
Now fit the second side panel, part (25), on the 
starboard (right-hand) side, and glue all the joints.

32
Once the side panels (24 and 25) are in place, the final 
reinforcing rail (13) (length 204 mm) can be fitted 
through the square holes and glued to part (12). The rail 
should only be glued to part (12) outside the cabin side 
panels.

33
Please be sure only to glue the reinforcing rail (13) to 
the frame outside the cabin area. If you neglect this, it 
will not be possible to 'spring' the frame back; this is 
necessary in order to secure the mounting plates for 
the radio control equipment.

34
This drawing shows the underside of the centre section 
from an angle, showing the current stage of 
construction.
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35
The front cabin panel (38) can now be inserted between 
the cabin sides (24 and 25) at the front, but do not glue 
it at this stage. The front panel should not be glued in 
place until frame 8, part (26), is fitted and glued in 
place.

It is a good idea to wrap a rubber bound round the 
structure as shown, so that the ends of the side panel 
curve inward slightly, preventing the front panel from 
falling out. When the front and rear frames have been 
attached to this section, the rubber band should be cut 
through to avoid damaging the components.

36
At this stage the front and rear frames, parts (26) and 
(30), can be fitted to the structure and glued in place:

Frame 8, part (26), at the bow end,
Frame 3, part (30), at the stern end.

This is accomplished by carefully curving the side panels 
inward until the tabs at the end engage in the slots in the 
frames. Ensure that both frames make good contact with 
the side panels.

37
This drawing shows a view of the structure at this stage, 
with frame 8, part (26), in place.

38
Here we see the stern end of the structure with frame 3, 
part (30), in place.

This sub-assembly is now complete; leave the glued 
joints to harden thoroughly.
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39
The next step is to fit the prepared sub-assemblies in 
the hull, but first the exact position of frame 1, part 
(34), has to be determined: position the frame in the 
stern with its bottom edge resting in the bottom 
corner of the hull shell. Detail drawing A shows the 
exact position.
Use screw-clamps to fix the frame in place temporarily 
to prevent it slipping, then use a 1.5 mm Ø bit to 
continue the two holes right through the hull shell; 
later these holes are used for the rudder pivot fittings.

The frame itself is not fitted until a later stage.

34

40
The sub-assemblies are installed in the hull starting at 
the bow.

This drawing shows how the bow section is fitted in the 
hull (5) and glued in place. Note that the keel (6) should 
only be glued to the hull as far as frame 9, part (9).

Before reaching for the glue, check that all the frames 
end flush with the top edge of the hull (deck position) on 
both sides. If not, carry out any trimming now, otherwise 
the deck will not fit properly.

41
With the bow section in place, the centre section can 
be installed:
First insert the tabs at the end of the keel plate (6), and 
the deck bearer (10) in the slots in frame 8, part (26). 
When you are satisfied, glue these joints and the two 
keels to the hull shell. The frames can now be glued to 
the hull, working from the front end towards the stern.

As mentioned previously, it is essential that all the 
frames end flush with the top edge of the hull on both 
sides; don't glue them in place until this is so.

Check that the two pointed areas at the front of the 
side panels (24) and (25) are equi-distant from the bow 
(front point of the hull).

42
This drawing shows a detail of the assembled sections at 
frame 8, part (26).
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43
Detail view of the area between the bow and centre 
section sub-assemblies at part (26), looking towards the 
stern.

44
The keel component (33), which has already been 
'doubled', can now be trimmed to fit in the stern: it 
must fit flush at the front in the slot of frame 3, part 
(30), and rest against the angled face of the inside of 
the transom at the stern.
Carry out any minor trimming required.

When you are confident that everything fits, glue part 
(33) to the slot in frame 3, (part 30) only.

45
Fit part (34) - the final frame - onto the keel component 
(33) and check its position: the holes previously drilled 
in the hull should line up with those in the frame; insert 
short pieces of dowel or rod to check this. When you 
are satisfied, glue the frame and the keel to the hull 
using the appropriate adhesive.

46
Now glue part (36) - the rear deck bearer - to part (30) 
and part (34).
Glue the deck frame 2, part (37), to the deck bearer 
(36) only; this part is not fixed to the hull sides until 
later, when the stringers are installed.
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47
The next step is to assemble the cockpit bench-seat. The 
seat / backrest unit is removable, providing access to the 
interior of the hull behind it.

Once again parts have to be 'doubled' - glued together in 
pairs - in order to produce the thickness required. As 
mentioned earlier, it is essential that these parts are 
clamped together and kept perfectly straight while the 
glue is hardening.

Glue together the pairs of parts to form the bench-seat 
backrest (43), the supports (44) and the seat squab (45).

48
Insert the seat supports (44) in the slots in the backrest 
(43), and position them as shown in the drawing. The 
tabs of the supports (44) can then be pushed right down 
as far as they will go. Glue the parts in place. Caution: 
wipe off any excess glue from the rear of the backrest, 
otherwise parts (44) will not fit correctly through the hull 
frame.

If the tabs are slightly too tight a fit, ease them slightly 
using a file.

49
Trial-fit the bench-seat squab (45): it should end flush 
with the backrest (43) on both sides. Glue the seat squab 
to the backrest and both supports.

50
This is how the completed bench-seat should look when 
installed in the model. The cut-away view shows how the 
projecting tabs engage in the slots.

The slots in the frame enable the bench-seat to be fitted 
and removed easily, while the openings in the frame give 
access to the area of the hull behind it.
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51
The next step is to install the bearers for the deck-
fittings for the stays and shrouds; these parts are cut 
from 8 x 8 mm spruce strip.

The bearer (46) at the bow is 40 mm long, and should 
be glued in place in the position shown in the drawing. 
At a later stage the hole for the fitting itself is drilled 
from above through the marked point on the deck.

52
The lateral bearers (47) for the shroud fittings are 95 
mm long, and must be glued in place as shown in the 
drawing alongside. They should project beyond the 
frames by the same amount front and rear.

Once again, the mounting points for the fittings are 
determined by the markings on the deck.

53
The two bearers (48) for the centreboard are located 
in the bottom of the hull between the two centre 
section keels (11). Cut a 3 x 3 mm slot in the front 
bearer for the centreboard, then glue it to frame 7, 
part (12), under the lower reinforcing rail; the slot is 
indicated in this drawing.
Cut a 3 x 3 mm slot in the rear bearer, then fit it 
centrally between frame 5, part (18), and frame 6, part 
(15), at a point 4 mm below the top edge of parts (11).
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54
The final bearer (49) is intended to support a ring-
screw which redirects a boom control cord; it is located 
just forward of frame 4, part (21), facing the bow. Its 
exact position is determined by the machined notches 
in the two keels (11). The hole in this bearer is drilled 
later; its position is determined by a hole in the cockpit 
floor.

This drawing also shows the rear centreboard bearer 
(48) from above.
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55 

The stringers are fitted next; they are cut from the 4 x 
4 mm spruce strip material supplied.

The first step is to install the two outer stringers (39) 
along the edge of the deck: start by fitting the 
stringers 'dry' (without glue) at the bow, and work 
steadily towards the stern. Clamp the stringers to the 
edge of the hull shell as you progress, as this prevents 
them bending between the frames; this can alter the 
length of the stringer considerably. Cut the stringers to 
the same length. When you are confident that the 
strips are an accurate fit, glue them permanently to 
the frames and the hull shell. Note that the stringers 
must not project above the edge of the hull; if they do, 
enlarge the notches in the frames slightly.

56
This is how the stringers fit at the bow and the frames. 
You will need to trim the stay fitting bearer (46) slightly 
at the ends to accommodate the stringers (39).

57
This picture of a typical area of the hull shows how the 
stringers (39) are clamped to the hull side, allowing 
them to be trimmed to length and glued in place 
accurately.

Frame 2, part (37), can now be glued to the stringers.

58
With the outer stringers glued in place, the bow 
stringers can be installed.

The foredeck stringers (40) extend from frame 8, part 
(26), to frame 10, part (8); they should project slightly 
at both ends. Check that they fit neatly, then clamp 
them in place and glue the joints.
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The stringers (41) are fitted to the stern next. These 
parts extend from frame 1, i.e. part (34) as far as frame 
3, part (30). At both ends they should be trimmed 
carefully to fit flush; check that they butt up against the 
seat backrest. The stringers (41) must not be too tight a 
fit, i.e. they should not be overlength. When you are 
satisfied, clamp them in place and apply glue to all the 
contact points.
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The final stringers to be fitted are parts (42), which run 
along the sides of the cabin and cockpit.
Glue these stringers to the side panels (24) and (25) and 
the associated frames.

These stringers (42) should also project slightly 
beyond the final frames: both at the rear,

and at the front, i.e. past the frames on which they 
rest.
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The next step is to install the centreboard (61).

Fit the centreboard through the machined slot in the 
keel and into the case (slot) formed by the frames: push 
it in as far as it will go; check that it engages in the slots 
previously cut in the hardwood bearers.

When you are confident that the centreboard is 
properly positioned, it can be glued permanently to the 
hull. Make sure that all the joints are fully watertight.

Apply glue to all points inside the hull where the 
centreboard makes contact with the wooden internal 
parts.

The mounting plates for the RC system components are 
installed next.

These plates also have to be 'doubled' in the familiar 
way. Once again, keep the edges flush, and take care to 
keep the components perfectly flat.

This drawing shows the battery plate (62), and the RC 
installation plates 1 (63) and 2 (64); the former 
supports the rudder servo and the mainsail setting 
servo, while the latter supports the sail servo for the 
jib.

While the joined RC support plates are drying out, you 
can glue the spruce braces (65) and (66) inside the 
cabin. These strips also support the frame of the 
detachable roof, holding it at the correct height.

The braces are simply cut from the 4 x 4 mm spruce 
strip supplied:
The two strips (65) are 83 mm long, and end flush with 
the bottom edge of the side panels.
The distance between the top inside corner of the side 
panel and the strip should be 18 mm.
Glue the braces to the inside corners of the cabin as 
shown in the drawing alongside.
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The braces at the bow end of the cabin should be 80 
mm long, and also end flush with the bottom edge of 
the side panels. The strips should be glued under the 
top corners of the front cabin panel, as shown in the 
drawing; the roof frame rests on these strips later. The 
distance between the top inside corner and the strip 
should be 18 mm.

This drawing shows the location of the support rails 
(67) for RC installation plate 2 (64). The distance 
between the lower rail for the battery plate and the rail 
for RC plate 2 is 46 mm.

These rails are 42 mm long, and must not project into 
the door opening.

The positions of all the spruce braces are shown again 
in this drawing, which also shows the arrangement and 
disposition of the RC installation plates.

The battery support plate (62) is the first of the RC 
installation plates to be trial-fitted. This part is 
eventually glued to the reinforcing rail fitted to frame 
6, part (15), and to the keels (11), but only after Stage 
118, when the lead ballast has been installed.

Both the RC installation plates are removable. 
Carefully pull back the sprung part of frame 7, part 
(12) until it is possible to insert the locating tabs of the 
front RC plate 1, part (63), in the slots in frame 8, part 
(26), at the front.
You may find it necessary to round off the front edges 
of the tabs slightly, to make it easier to insert them in 
the slots.
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Here we see the method of installing RC plate 2, part 
(64): insert the plate's locating tabs in the slots in frame 
7, part (12). This stiffens the frame, and secures the RC 
plate on the other side of it.

RC installation plate 2, part (64), can and should be 
screwed to its support rails, so that it is secure, but can 
be removed at any time.

Fit the RC plates in such a way that they are a 
reasonably snug fit; both of them can now be removed 
easily at any time when necessary. All you need to do is 
disengage the linkages; the components mounted on 
the plates do not need to be removed.

Now we can install the snake (68) for the rudder 
linkage.

Thread the snake outer sleeve through the openings in 
the frames, starting from the stern, checking that it is a 
snug but not tight fit, then through the slot in the 
cabin side panel. The correct position is shown in the 
drawings.

Please note the following:
If the sleeve is a loose fit in the openings, the rudder 
will not centre accurately. On the other hand, if the 
sleeve is too tight a fit at any point, the snake inner will 
be stiff to move in the sleeve.

This drawing shows the servo end of the snake.

Once again check that the slot in the side panel where 
the snake passes through is neither too loose nor too 
tight.

If necessary adjust the slots until the fits are correct.
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Glue the snake outer to its various contact points with 
the frames, using glue sparingly.

The roof frame comes next.

This assembly consists of the two side panels (69), the 
front former (70), the rear former (71) and the centre 
former (72).

Assemble the parts as shown, and glue the joints 
soundly.

While the glue is still soft, attach small pieces of thin 
paper over the joints and fit the roof frame on the 
model as shown in this drawing.
The paper prevents the frame becoming stuck 
permanently to the model.

The same principle can be used at all points where 
detachable parts have to be assembled on the model. 
This makes it easier to separate the parts later when 
the glue has set hard. Nevertheless you should apply 
the glue sparingly - use just enough to obtain strong 
joints.

This is how the roof frame should look at this point.
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When the glue has set hard, you can resume work with 
the cabin roof (73).
As the roof panel has to be curved, there is a danger 
that it will split along its engraved lines; you can avoid 
this either by moistening the top surface or by applying 
low-tack paper masking tape to the top surface, 
running from side to side. When you remove the tape 
later, peel it off along the grain of the roof, otherwise 
you could tear the wood along the fibres.
Now place the cabin roof in position as shown, and 
ensure that it fits properly. Note that the roof does not 
rest on the centre former 71; it only makes contact to 
left and right. When you are satisfied, remove the roof 
panel, apply glue to the contact areas of the frame, and 
lay the roof on the frame.
Secure the roof with adhesive tape, stretched from one 
side to the other over the roof and down onto the hull, 
as shown in the right-hand side of the drawing.

The footways (74) can now be glued in the positions 
indicated by the engraved lines on the roof panel. All 
the external rails should be rounded off slightly.

The footways should be bevelled slightly on the 
underside; see arrow.

It is easier to attach these parts if you first remove the 
roof and frame from the cabin; this makes it easier to 
secure the rails while the glue is setting.

The cabin roof (73) complete with footways (74) can 
now be completed by adding the companionway 
hatch.

The hatch cover consists once more of a frame with 
two side panels (75), a front former (76) and a rear 
former (77). You can use the light or dark wood parts 
for this.

All the parts are assembled on the roof itself, keeping 
the edges flush: place the roof assembly on the cabin 
again, and start by gluing the rear former (77) in place, 
flush with the outside rear edge of the roof. Glue the 
two side panels (75) to this, vertical to the water 
surface. Complete the frame by adding the front 
former (76).

Once the frame components are dry, the hatch cover 
(78) can be glued in place. It is essential to leave the 
whole assembly in place on the cabin while you do this, 
otherwise there is an excellent chance of the structure 
warping.

When fitting the hatch cover please remember to take 
the precautions mentioned earlier, in order to prevent 
the wood splitting.
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The next stage is to fit the deck and thereby enclose the 
hull, but before this the plastic funnel (79) must be 
fitted in the stern opening to prevent the ingress of 
water. Cut off the funnel (79) at an angle at the wide 
end, as shown in the drawing, and drill a 4 mm Ø hole 
in the narrow end. Glue the funnel to the inside of the 
hull, lined up with the opening in the frame for the 
snake. The snake outer should project inside the funnel 
by 5 mm.

Attach the rudder pivot ring-screws (80) to the 
transom.

80

Double up parts (81) to form the rudder blade, and parts 
(82, 83, 84) to form the tiller, using the now familiar 
method. When the glue has set hard, drill 1 mm Ø holes 
in the leading edge of the rudder to accept the ring-
screws for the rudder shaft, positioned as shown in the 
drawing. The ring-screws in the rudder must be located 
between the ring-screws fitted to the transom. Use the 
upper hole in the rudder blade as the reference point, 
and mark the position of the lower hole in the hull on 
the blade. The rudder blade itself should be bevelled on 
both edges to reduce drag. When the 'trebled' tiller has 
dried out and is ready for further handling, the part 
should be rounded off along its long edges as far as the 
end of the handle, as shown in the illustration. The edges 
of the yoke (84) can also be rounded off slightly.

Locate the cross-hole in the rudder blade and install the 
ball-link (86) in it: fit the screw (85) with a washer on 
each side of the blade, and secure it with the retaining 
nut. Don't use too much force here, or you risk crushing 
the surface of the rudder. The ball-link can now be 
fitted on the M2 screw, and aligned as shown. Fit the 
ring-screws (80) in the leading edge of the rudder to 
accept the pivot shaft, then glue the tiller to the rudder 
as shown in the drawing; the included angle should be 
at least 56°. Glue the threaded coupler (88) in the end 
of the snake inner tube (87), and fit a spacer tube and 
nut (89) on the threaded end; this provides better 
freedom of movement for the linkage. In this 
illustration you can also see how two pieces of silicone 
tubing (91) are fitted to either end of the rudder shaft 
(90) to secure it.

Tip: an alternative is to screw the ball-link onto one end of the 
snake inner tube, and screw the clevis onto the other. Start by 
screwing the clevis onto the end of the snake inner: the 
internal thread of the metal clevis will cut a thread in the 
plastic, which holds it in place reliably without requiring glue. 
Determine the correct overall length of the linkage, then 
screw the ball-link onto the other end of the snake inner. In 
this case you should leave the snake outer sleeve longer, 
otherwise the snake inner could kink under pressure.

This drawing shows the completed rudder system. All the 
components are freely accessible, so it can easily be 
dismantled for servicing.
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We continue now with the installation of the RC system 
components in the cabin: the first step here is to install 
all three servos. The rectangular openings are designed 
for standard-sized units, but if you prefer to fit servos 
with different dimensions, simply adjust the openings 
to suit. Fit the servos in the openings, and mark the 
hole positions for the retaining screws, then drill pilot-
holes at the marked points and screw the servos in 
place. Set the rudder blade to centre, and clamp or 
tape it in that position. Screw the clevis (92) onto the 
threaded coupler (88) and slip the coupler onto the 
snake inner tube; you can now see by how much the 
tube needs to be shortened in order to connect the 
clevis to the servo output arm. Roughen the outside of 
the snake inner where it is to be glued, then glue it in 
the threaded coupler. Finally connect the clevis to the 
servo output arm. Don't forget the alternative linkage 
mentioned above.

The extension levers can now be fitted to the sail 
control servos: mark the position of the holes in the 
standard servo output arms on the extension levers, 
using the centre holes as a reference point. The pre-
drilled levers for the jib sheet (93) and the main sheet 
(94) can now be screwed to the servo output arms. The 
sheets are tied to the holes at the ends of the levers.

Note that this drawing omits the starboard side panel.

The beads (95) act as bushes for the jib sheet; insert 
them in the holes in the cabin sides and glue them in 
place; they prevent the sheet (96) and the cabin wall 
damaging each other.
The course of the jib sheet (96) - not yet fitted - can be 
seen in this view.

Glue the reinforcement blocks (97) to the structure at 
the positions where the ring-screws (80) are to be fitted 
in the deck; at a later stage you will drill 1 mm Ø pilot-
holes at the marked points in the deck; these are for 
the ring-screws which guide the sheets into the cabin - 
once the deck has been glued in place.

Fit another ring-screw (80) in the cockpit for the main 
sheet, and temporarily install the removable floor 
panels (98) and (99). Drill a pilot-hole for the ring-screw 
before fitting it.

The floor panels should be a close fit; they can be 
removed if necessary once you have removed the 
bench-seat; the floor panels can then be slid forward 
and lifted out. Reverse the sequence in order to re-
install them. The floor panels are simply left loose in 
the cockpit, where their shape keeps them in position.
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Since the RC components are not required for the next 
stage of construction, and may interfere with the next 
stage, we recommend that you temporarily remove 
them at this point. Remove the rudder and the cockpit 
floor plates at the same time, as they will soon be in 
the way.

Glue the cotton tape (136) to the underside of the deck 
(100), directly adjacent to the transverse slots, but 
leave an area about 12 mm wide free at the edge of the 
deck.

This drawing shows the boat in its present stage, and 
when the deck (100) has been fitted.

Starting at the bow, place the deck on the boat and 
position it so that it fits neatly at all points. To prevent 
the deck slipping, fix it to the hull in the manner 
described for gluing the roof panels, using strips of 
adhesive tape. When you have taped the deck in place 
right back to the stern, release the tape between the 
deck and the hull at the bow. Now use a strip of wood 
to apply glue to the surfaces at the bow where the deck 
makes contact with the internal framework. When you 
have applied glue to all the contact points, as far back 
as the superstructure, press the deck down onto the 
hull again and re-apply the strips of adhesive tape. Use 
screw-clamps or spring-clips and small wooden 
spreader blocks where the deck meets the 
superstructure, to ensure that it rests snugly on the 
stringers, without gaps.

Leave the boat for a few hours until the glue has set 
hard, then continue with the side decks and finally the 
stern, using the same procedure.

The deck is designed to project over the edges of the 
hull by about 2 mm all round, as it serves as a rubbing 
strake. Round off the edges of the deck evenly, then run 
a bead of glue all round the joint between the 
projecting deck and the hull on the underside.

The heel (bottom end) of the mast is supported by the 
two mast clamps (port / starboard - 101), which form 
part of the tabernacle. Start by doubling the 
component parts of the mast clamps, noting that the 
bevelled corners are at the rear edge.
The next step is to assemble the tabernacle on the 
model, but first the mast heel (102) must be prepared: 
glue the loose joiner plate (103) in the slot in the heel, 
flush front and rear, and hold this assembly in a screw-
clamp while the glue sets hard.
Now drill the holes for the pivot pin (104) and the 
locating pin (105); the positions are shown in the 
drawing. Use a 3 mm Ø bit to drill the first hole, insert 
the pivot pin (104) to hold the parts in line, then drill 
the second hole and check alignment by inserting the 
locating pin (105).
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A view of the mast base area.
Glue the base plate (106) of the tabernacle to the deck 
(100) as shown; insert the mast clamp at the same 
time, as shown in the drawing, and secure it 
temporarily with a screw-clamp. Push the mast clamps 
(101) through the base plate (106) and into the slots in 
the deck as shown; note that the bevelled corner of 
these parts must face the stern.
Check that the parts fit snugly, above and below the 
deck, before gluing them in place permanently.
Note that the pivot pin and locating pin are never fixed: 
it is sufficient just to push them into place.
As on the full-size vessel, the mast is fixed to the boat 
by means of the pivot pin (104) and the locating pin 
(105).

Glue the cleats (107) to the mast clamps.

The mast can now be assembled:
The square mast heel (102) and the round upper mast 
(108) are glued together using the joiner plate (103). 
Ensure that the parts line up correctly in all directions, 
otherwise the mast will be crooked when set up on the 
model. It is best to clamp the mast along the straight 
edge of the workbench when gluing the parts together.

In the interests of weight distribution and scale 
appearance, the mast should be tapered towards the 
tip; its diameter at the masthead should be 7 to 8 mm. 
However, it is best to wait until it has been glued to the 
mast heel before you do this.

Once the mast has been finished and tapered, a 
number of holes need to be drilled for fittings which 
are added at a later stage. The left-hand side of the 
drawing shows the mast heel, the right-hand side the 
mast head. The holes should drilled to provide a firm 
seating for the fittings when screwed in: 1 mm Ø is a 
good choice.
Note that the hole at the 82 mm point should be 1.8 
mm Ø, as the ring-screw is only a push-fit, and serves to 
secure the gooseneck.
For clarity the top end of the mast is shown in two 
sections, as the distance between the holes and the tip 
is quite large.
The stated dimensions at the mast heel are measured 
from the base of the mast; the upper ones from the tip 
of the mast.

1 = Mast heel
2 = Mast head
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The boom (109) can now be drilled to accept the 
various fittings. Note that the holes at both ends should 
be exactly central, while the other stated dimensions 
are measured from the end which faces the mast.

The wooden cleat (110) for the boom features two 
spigots which must be rounded off to fit the 2 mm Ø 
holes. Drill all the other holes 1 mm Ø, so that the ring-
screws (80) hold firmly when fitted.

The deck fittings (80) for the mast and the sails are 
fitted next: install the cleat (111) in the foredeck as 
shown in the right of the illustration.

All the pilot-holes should again be drilled 1 mm Ø.

The RC system should be re-installed before the mast is 
fitted.

Place the heel of the mast in the tabernacle as 
described previously, and push the two pins through 
the holes to secure it provisionally.

Now we turn to the loops in the ends of the steel cables 
(112) where they meet the mast: drill holes 1 mm Ø 
holes in a plank or similar length of wood, spaced as 
follows.
Distance 1: X = 800 mm for the shrouds (make two)
Distance 2: X = 810 mm for the stay (make one)
with five stay rings (115)
You will need two nails to fit the holes. Thread one end 
of the cable (112) through the crimp-sleeve (113), as 
shown in the drawing, then through the appropriate 
fitting and back through the sleeve again. The end of 
the cable loop should be flush with the crimp-sleeve, or 
at least be visible at the end. Place this looped end over 
one nail as shown, then repeat the procedure at the 
other end and pull the cable taut. Squeeze (crimp) the 
sleeves using round-nose pliers to clamp the cable. 
Repeat the procedure to produce the other cables of 
the required length.

The ends of the bottlescrews (114) have to be fitted 
with small S-hooks (116) to allow the cables to be 
connected and disconnected easily. Open the hook 
slightly at the closed end, slip it through the ring in the 
bottlescrew, then squeeze the loop closed again as 
shown.

The ring-screws (80) can now be fitted in the holes in 
the mast. At the bottom end the hooks are connected 
to the ring-screws in the deck. Rotate the central barrel 
of the bottlescrews to tauten the cables.

X
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The boom is attached to the mast by means of the 
gooseneck fitting, which consists of the ring-screws (80) 
and the pivot pin (117), as shown in the drawings 
alongside.

Fit the ring-screws and the S-hook (116) in the mast 
heel.

Push the upper ring-screw into the larger hole as 
shown.

Locate the ring-screw in the end of the boom, slip it 
between the two upper ring-screws in the mast heel, 
then slip the pivot pin (117) through them; the boom 
can now swivel from side to side. At a later stage the 
loop in the tack of the mainsail is connected to the S-
hook.

The sails can now be fitted with tablings (corner 
doublers) and various cords for attaching them to the 
mast and boom.

This drawing shows the names of various parts of the 
sail.

Tablings with holes have to be fitted to both sails (117) 
and (118) at all the corners (head / tack / clew). When 
the tablings have been fitted, the excess material must 
be trimmed away flush with the sail's outline.

To attach the tablings (120) to the luff seam of each 
sail, fit a 2 mm Ø dowel through the front hole in the jig 
(135). Fit the sail on the dowel, followed by the self-
adhesive tabling. Stick the second tabling on the 
opposite side of the sail. The projecting areas can now 
be trimmed off flush.

When the jib is fitted to the model, the stay rings are 
connected to these tablings. The mainsail is attached to 
the mast with lashings fitted through the tablings.

This drawing also shows the position of the Hanseatic 
cross (138), which can now be applied to the sail.
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The 810 mm stay (112) with the five stay rings and the 
two 800 mm shrouds (112) can now be attached to the 
boat prior to bending (fitting) the sails.
Start at the mast (108) by fitting the ring-screws (80) to 
which the steel cables (112) are attached. Ensure that 
you use the cables of the correct length.

1 = Starboard shroud
2 = Port shroud

Now loosen the bottlescrews (114) at the other end of 
the cables to the point where you can connect the 
hooks (116) to the appropriate rings in the deck. When 
loosening the bottlescrews ensure that there is an 
equal length of exposed thread at both ends. Once you 
have connected the cables, tighten the bottlescrews 
slightly to prevent them coming adrift. Start with the 
stay and leave it loose, i.e. not under tension, then fit 
the two shrouds and rotate all the bottlescrews to place 
them under light (!) tension. When plucked, the cables 
should only emit a very dull buzz - they should not be 
tight like an instrument string. All you achieve by over-
tightening them is to bend the mast.

The sails can now be attached to the mast.
Start with the jib (118):

First connect the stay rings (115) to the holes in the sail. 
Locate the S-hook (116), which is connected to the hole 
in the sail tack (bottom, front), and connect it to the 
second ring-screw (80) in the deck.

1 = Jib luff
2 = Jib tack

Tie an S-hook (116) to a length of cord about 1000 mm 
long to form the jib halyard (121). Connect the hook 
attached to the halyard to the hole in the sail head, and 
pass the cord through the ring-screw (80), as shown in 
the drawing. The drawing on the right-hand side shows 
how the halyard is fixed to the cleat at the mast heel.
The sheet (96), which controls the jib position and runs 
into the sides of the cabin, is connected to the hole in 
the jib clew (bottom rear corner). The sheet (96) is 
about 700 mm long, and should be tied permanently to 
the hole in the sail exactly at the half-way point of the 
cord.

1 = Starboard shroud
2 = Port shroud
3 = Jib head
4 = Jib clew
5 = Halyard
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The mainsail (119) is bent to the mast in a similar 
manner to the jib.
The loops are connected at various points as follows:

Connect the hole in the sail tack to the S-hook (116) of 
the gooseneck fitting. A lashing is fitted through the 
hole in the mainsail. However, you can also deploy the 
lashing through the hole; this is helpful when 
tensioning the foot (bolt rope) of the sail.

The hole in the sail head accepts the S-hook (116) 
attached to the main halyard (122), which is 1200 mm 
long.

1 = Mainsail tack
2 = Mainsail head

Tie the foot tensioner (123) securely to an S-hook (116). 
Connect the hook to the hole in the mainsail clew, run 
the cord through the ring-screw (80) at the end of the 
boom and back to the cleat (11) on the boom, where it 
can be secured with the appropriate amount of 
tension.

The mainsail luff is attached to the mast by means of 
lashings (125) fitted through the holes. The sail should 
not be tight against the mast: fit a piece of 3 mm Ø 
dowel or similar when tying each lashing, then remove 
it to ensure equal freedom of movement along the sail.

1 = Mainsail clew
2 = Mainsail head

The kicking strap can now be assembled and installed: 
its purpose is to limit the upward movement of the 
boom. Tie a bottlescrew (114) between the ringscrews 
(80) on the mast and boom using two pieces of cord 
(126), as shown in the drawing. The bottlescrew 
provides a means of adjusting the kicking strap tension.

Glue a bead bush (95) in the cockpit wall, frame (15), as 
described previously for the side panels. The sheet runs 
through this bush to the servo output arm without 
chafing.

1) Mainsail tack

2) Mainsail head
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Attach the mainsail sheet (124) to the ring-screw (80) 
on the boom, then run it through the ring-screw (80) in 
the cockpit floor, and from there through the bead 
bush (95) in the cockpit wall.

From the bead bush (95), route the sheet (124) to the 
appropriate servo output arm (94) inside the cabin, and 
tie the cord to it.

The drawing illustrates the mainsail in the 'hard-in' 
position (boom central). The opposite end-point of the 
servo travel allows the sail to run 'fully out'.

Drill a 1 mm Ø hole at the marked point in the deck for 
the ring-screw (80), and fit the ring-screw. The jib sheet 
guide was pointed out when you installed the bead 
bush. Now route the sheet (96) from the jib through 
the ring-screws (80), through the bead bushes (95) in 
the cabin sides, and finally to the servo output arm 
(93), where it is tied. The sheet should only become 
taut when the servo output arm is at the corresponding 
end-point, i.e. when the sail is at its 'fully out' position. 
You can set your preferred maximum deflection by 
adjusting the position of this knot.
In contrast to the mainsail, the output arm of the jib 
servo pulls the sail from one side of the boat to the 
other, i.e. the servo end-points correspond to the end-
points of the sail's travel.

Fit the portholes in the cabin sides (127) and the front 
panel (128). Stick the parts by the edges only, and take 
care not to smear or soil the glazing.
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The ballast must be positioned in the model in such a way that the hull floats at the construction waterline (CWL). You 
can check this by drawing the waterline on the hull using a non-permanent marker. The trim line should be applied 
about 5 to 10 mm above the waterline. Once the ballast is securely fixed, the cockpit floor components (98) and (99) 
can be glued in place permanently (watertight joints).

CWL

117

118

119

Screw a brass cleat (111) to the deck at the stern, as at 
the bow.
Re-install the rudder, and fit the bench-seat.

Two further deck rails (137) should be cut from 3 x 3 
mm spruce strip and glued to the deck at the 
positioned marked by the red line in this drawing. Note 
that the top edges and ends should be sanded to a half-
round section before the strips are glued in place.

If necessary, you can fit the ballast (129) in the keel 
itself and also in the compartment between the central 
keel parts in the cabin. 1500 g of ballast is required for 
a normal floating attitude. The finished Hansa-Jolle 
should weigh 2900 g.

If you prefer to install the ballast lower down, you will 
need a type of ballast which can be clamped to the 
centreboard.
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Insert the side-pieces (130) of the counterbalance seat 
in the slots of the jig (135) and glue the seat rails (131) 
on them.

The frames for the crew seats are assembled from 
parts (132) and (133). Glue the seat slats (134) to the 
frames with their edges flush, and stick the completed 
seats in the slots in the side panels.

130

135

131
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Your Hansa-Jolle is now ready for the water.



No. Component Quant. Thickn. Width Length Material Order No. 
 
1 Boatstand end-plate, bow 1 3.00   Polycarbonate Ready made 
2 Boatstand end-plate, stern 1 3.00   Polycarbonate Ready made 
3 Boatstand connecting tube 4 8.00  500.00 Aluminium tube 
4 Felt 2  10.00 490.00 Felt Die-cut strip 
5 Hull shell 1 2.00   Polystyrene Ready made 
6 Keel / stem, bow 2 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
7 Frame 11 1 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
8 Frame 10 1 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
9 Frame 9 1 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
10 Bow deck bearer 2 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
11 Centre section keel 2 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
12 Frame 7 1 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
13 Reinforcing rail 1 4.00 4.00 204.00 Spruce 7555/38 
14 Reinforcing rail 1 4.00 4.00 190.00 Spruce 7555/38 
15 Frame 6 1 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
16 Reinforcing rail 1 4.00 4.00 100.00 Spruce 7555/38 
17 Reinforcing rail 1 4.00 4.00 210.00 Spruce 7555/38 
18 Frame 5 1 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
19 Reinforcing rail 1 4.00 4.00 165.00 Spruce 7555/38 
20 Reinforcing rail 1 4.00 4.00 206.00 Spruce 7555/38 
21 Frame 1 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
22 Reinforcing rail 1 4.00 4.00 153.00 Spruce 7555/38 
23 Reinforcing rail 1 4.00 4.00 194.00 Spruce 7555/38 
24 Port superstructure side panel 1 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
25 Stbd. superstructure side panel 1 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
26 Frame 8 1 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
27 Reinforcing rail 1 4.00 4.00 214.00 Spruce 7555/38 
28 Reinforcing rail 1 4.00 4.00 130.00 Spruce 7555/38 
29 Reinforcing rail 2 4.00 4.00 109.00 Spruce 7555/38 
30 Frame 3 1 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
31 Reinforcing rail 1 4.00 4.00 150.00 Spruce 7555/38 
32 Reinforcing rail 4 4.00 4.00 75.00 Spruce 7555/38 
33 Stern keel 2 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
34 Frame 1 1 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
35 Reinforcing rail 1 8.00 8.00 60.00 Spruce 7555/49 
36 Stern deck bearer 2 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
37 Frame 2 2 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
38 Cab. front 1 2.00, l. ply 7506 / 62 1 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
39 Deck edge stringer 2 4.00 4.00  ~ 914 Spruce 7555/38 
40 Foredeck stringer 2 4.00 4.00  ~ 200 Spruce 7555/38 
41 Stern stringer 2 4.00 4.00  ~ 140 Spruce 7555/38 
42 Superstructure stringer 2 4.00 4.00  ~ 460 Spruce 7555/38 
43 Bench-seat backrest 2 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
44 Bench-seat support 4 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
45 Bench-seat squab 2 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
46 Stay fitting bearer 1 8.00 8.00 40.00 Spruce 7555/49 
47 Shroud fitting bearer 2 8.00 8.00 95.00 Spruce 7555/49 
48 Centreboard fitting bearer, 
 3 x 2 mm channel 2 8.00 8.00 21.00 Spruce Oversize 
49 Cockpit fitting bearer 1 8.00 8.00 28.00 Spruce 7555/49 
50 Inside door frame 2 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
51 Outside door frame 2 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
52 Transverse lower door frame 2 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
53 Bottom door in-fi ll panel 2 2 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
54 Transverse centre door frame 2 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
55 Upper door in-fill  panel 2 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
56 Transverse upper door frame 2 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
57 Upper lug support 2 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
58 Upper retaining lug 2 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
59 Lower lug support 1 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
60 Lower retaining lug 1 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 



No. Component Quant. Thickn. Width Length Material Order No. 
 
70 Roof frame, front former 1 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
71 Roof frame, rear former 1 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
72 Roof frame, centre former 1 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
73 Cabin roof 1 2.00   Obechi Laser-cut 
74 Cabin hatch footway 2 3.00 4.00 150.00 Spruce 7555/32 
75 Roof frame hatch, s ide panel 2 2.00   Mahogany/obechi Laser-cut 
76 Roof frame hatch, front former 1 2.00   Mahogany/obechi Laser-cut 
77 Roof frame hatch, rear former 1 2.00   Mahogany/obechi Laser-cut 
78 Roof hatch cover 1 2.00   Obechi Laser-cut 
79 Snake funnel 1    Polystyrene Ready made 
80 Ring-screw 20    Brass 5463/15 
81 Rudder blade 2 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
82 Tiller, core 2 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
83 Tiller, outer panel 2 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
84 Tiller yoke 2 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
85 M2 screw / nut / 2 washers 1 2.00  20.00 7772/25; 7773/02; 7780/05 
86 Ball-l ink 1     7489/05 
87 Snake inner tube 1 2.00  1000.00  7499/01 
88 Threaded coupler 2     7489/09 
89 M2 nut 1     7773/02 
90 Rudder shaft 1 3.0 Ø  60.00 Brass 7732/30 
91 Tubing 2 5.00 2.00 7.00 Silicone 7274/54 
92 Clevis 1    Metal 7489/01 
93 Servo output extension, jib 1 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
94 Servo output extension, mainsail 1 2.00   Birch ply Laser-cut 
95 Bead bush 3 4.00   Glass Ready made 
96 Jib sheet 1   700.00 Thread 7718/02 
97 Reinforcement 2 8.00 8.00 20.00 Spruce 7555/38 
98 Cockpit floor, bow end 1 2.00   Obechi Laser-cut 
99 Cockpit floor, stern end 1 2.00   Obechi Laser-cut 
100 Upper deck 1 2.00   Obechi Laser-cut 
101 Mast clamp 4 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
102 Mast heel 1 12.00 12.00 58.00 Spruce Oversize 
103 Joiner plate 1 4.00 12.00 30.00 Spruce Oversize 
104 Mast pivot pin 1 Ø 3.0  25.00 Brass 7732/30 
105 Mast locating pin 1 Ø 3.0  25.00 Brass 7732/30 
106 Tabernacle base plate 1 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
107 Mast cleat; use part 110 2 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
108 Mast 1 12.00  1000.00 Spruce 
109 Boom 1 8.00  490.00 Spruce 
110 Boom cleat 2 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 
111 Deck cleat / screw 2    Brass 5400/00 
112 Steel cable 1 0.30   Stahl / plastic 
113 Crimp-sleeve 6 1.5 Ø 1.1 Ø 8.00 Brass 7741/46 
114 bottlescrew 4    Brass 5300/24 
115 Stay ring 5    Metal 5326/05 
116 S-hook 9    Brass 5325/10 
117 Pivot pin (M2 screw) 1 3.00  25.00 Brass 7772/25 
118 Jib 1    Spinnaker cloth 7625/01 
119 Mainsail 1    Spinnaker cloth 7625/01 
120 Luff tabling 18    Spinnaker cloth, self-adhesive 
121 Jib halyard 1   1000.00 Thread 7718/02 
122 Mainsail halyard 1   1200.00 Thread 7718/02 
123 Sail foot tensioner 1   200.00 Thread 7718/02 
124 Main sheet 1   700.00 Thread 7718/02 
125 Lashing 7   80.00 Thread 7718/02 
126 Boom kicking strap 2   150.00 Thread 7718/02 
127 Porthole, large 2 16.00   Brass 5760/16 
128 Porthole, small 2 14.00   Brass 5760/14 
129 Ballast, 1500 g      Not included 
130 Counterbalance seat, side-piece 4 2.00   Mahogany Laser-cut 


